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This focus emerged from the conflict over natural resources between local villagers and the Govern-

ment agencies entrusted with economic policy-making, such as the Ministries of Finance, Commerce, Communication, and the Bank of Thailand, have all chosen this development direction. Some sections of the National Economic and Social Development Board and the Ministry of Agriculture would like a more local development focus based on self-sufficiency but their minority voice fails to be heard.

Nonetheless over the past 40 years, during the implementation of the economy-focused develop-

ment plan, poverty problems and the number of poor households have decreased. However every time an economic crisis emerges, the number of poor households rises, as was the case in 1997.

Poverty after the 1997 economic crisis

The 1997 economic crisis sent a warning signal to Asia and the world about the “self-destruction” of capitalism but the country’s elite and the world in general appear to be oblivious to the warning.

The promulgation of the 1997 Constitution followed on the heels of the economic crisis, and aimed to bring about political reform but resulted in the in-

increased monopolization of political power. The new Constitution invests more power in the Prime Minis-

ter than ever before. It also requires that parliamen-

tary candidates have a bachelor’s degree, a require-

ment that coupled with the party list system means that members of Parliament (MPs) tend to come from the urban elite rather than from other classes. Political monitoring by independent organizations and civil society was not as successful as expected and the pri-

vate sector took advantage of this political impotence to establish the Thai Rak Thai Party with ambitious plans to change Thai society and politics.

The economic crisis did not change income distribution in the country, and the poorest 20% of the population earn only 5% of the national income while the richest 20% earn 56%. What is more wor-

rying is that there is no clear sign that this income gap will narrow. At the same time, the gap between the urban and rural sectors is widening.

Land access is a serious issue and a contributing factor to poverty. Thirty million rai or 4.8 million hectares, of land have been left idle while the number of landless farming families is estimated at 800,000.

Land speculation in 1997 is one reason for the concentration of land during the economic boom but it is also what essentially caused the economic bust that same year since it led to massive non-

performing loans (NPLs).
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Lack of access to resources, low agricultural prices and increased consumerism make it difficult for the agricultural sector to support farming households. Between 1995 and 1996, farming households earned only 37% of their total income from farming. The remaining 63% was earned in non-agricultural ac-
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The figures from the Bank of Thailand showed that at the end of May 2000 the NPLs were as high as

THB 2.92 trillion (USD 71 billion) and mostly in the real estate sector. Land speculations caused at least

THB 2 trillion (USD 48.6 billion) worth of damage to the economy, and contributed to landlessness, poverty and social malaise.

The globalization of poverty

The importance of foreign direct investment in-

creased following the economic crisis. In 1998 for-
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was at its highest while investment in the industrial sector reached THB 89.6 billion (US$ 2.2 billion) - 53.4% higher than in 1997.12

The fact that a large number of joint ventures and Thai enterprises became cash-strapped and were burdened with increasing NPLs brought on by currency devaluation and higher interest rates contributed to the crisis.

Between November 1997 and March 1999, the majority shares of 135 companies promoted by the Board of Investment13 were purchased by multinational corporations, in accordance with new laws which allow this practice. A 1997 statistical report on domestic industry showed that two-thirds of total export value came from export companies operated by foreign investment capital. These multinational corporations made up around 80% of the total export volume of the industrial sector, when the food and rubber sectors were excluded.14

After the Asia-Pacfic Economic Cooperation’s summit held in Thailand in 2003, the Government quickly went ahead with its negotiations on bilateral free trade agreements (FTAs) with China, Australia, New Zealand, the United States, India and Peru. Many issues in the FTAs will negatively affect consumers, farmers and small-scale producers but the hasty negotiations were made without paying attention to the voices of these groups. Senators, academics and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) have voiced their opposition to the FTA negotiations.

The Bangkok-based NGO FTA Watch has monitored Thailand’s negotiations with other countries and found that the Government paid no attention to the subsequent impacts of the agreements, that the negotiations lacked transparency and public participation, and that no public hearings were held as required by Article 57 of the Constitution. Information on the negotiations is in English and considered confidential by the government ministries involved. Without information in Thai, people cannot inform themselves of the process. The Government may have consulted private sector groups, but that does not mean that they seriously listened to the opinions of those consulted. Nor has it responded well to the concerns of civil society.15

Natural disasters

Until recently Thailand had never suffered any serious natural disasters but droughts and floods are now severe and widespread. The poor, whose livelihood is dependent on natural resources, have been placed in a precarious situation.
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The country’s most recent natural disaster was the series of tsunamis that struck and ravaged Thailand’s six provinces on the Andaman coast in late December 2004, taking over 10,000 lives, and affecting 53,203 people and 12,293 households.16 Indigenous fisherpeople mostly Malay Muslims - were hardest hit, as well as Buddhist Thais and other ethnic minorities, such as the Moken and Unak Lawoi. These last groups are the poorest and they live along the coast. Their way of life and culture are closely linked with coastal resources and thus they were severely affected. Additionally, thousands of migrant workers from the northeastern region and Burma also died.

Housing and resettlement are the biggest problems facing tsunami victims. Government policies and plans have focused on organizing the communities and moving fishing villages further away from the coasts. The use of coastal land for tourism purposes is at the centre of these plans even though the fishing communities need to live along the river banks and coasts to be able to gain their livelihood. Conflict over land use was inevitable and it points to the existence of a chronic problem long before the catastrophe occurred.

Poverty and macroeconomic policy

Past governments tried to solve poverty problems through microeconomic policy which targeted the poor with relief efforts that were highly unlikely to eliminate poverty. Macroeconomic policy implementation would solve the poverty problems more effectively, but it is more difficult for these policies to gain acceptance. There are three principal phenomena that have influenced public perception of poverty problems and that need to be changed before poverty can be eliminated.

• Development strategy: Thai development strategy is unbalanced and transfers economic surplus from the agricultural sector to the industrial sector. Neoliberal approaches not only connect the economy to the global market but also make it dependent on it. Only a handful of people benefit from this strategy while the farming sector is faced with numerous risks, such as global market price fluctuations. The local development concept of self-reliance is an alternative development strategy across, which focuses on self-sufficiency, economization and production diversification.

• Economic policy-making: National economic policy has the two prominent objectives of achieving economic growth during strong periods and maintaining economic stability during crises. It is biased towards the interests of the urban, the industrial and the service sectors and disfavours the agricultural sector. Poverty eradication and fair income distribution have never been the main objectives of economic policy.

• Legislative procedure: The procedure lacks public participation and two major issues need to be corrected. Firstly, the law-making process needs to include public hearings when it deals with reset-

tlement, transfers economic surplus from one sector to another, or destroys natural resources and environmental quality. The process also needs to take away some power from top government officials. Secondly, the voting rules need to be modified. Although the Constitution requires a supermajority, most of the time a 50% majority vote prevails. This 50% is really a minority rule system since it represents the number of MPs at a meeting rather than the total number of MPs, facilitating the consolidation of interests by well-organized groups that push though self-serving laws. Over 50% of the total number of MPs should be required to vote in order to pass laws that affect the transfer of economic surplus from one economic sector to another; government revenue and financing; income distribution; natural resources and the environment; and the displacement of people.

Poverty problems such as the concentration of land and land occupation should be addressed using tax measures. Researchers from the Land Institute Foundation suggest the use of progressive tax rates which reflect economic rent, based on property size and price. Land tax collection should be done in a transparent manner while land information should be available to the public and computerized for easy access. In addition, community organizations which are well aware of land conditions should have an active role in land management and land tax collection.17

The disempowered

Since Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra started implementing his poverty eradication policy, the poor have become even more disempowered. As long as the poor are not provided with adequate access to natural resources and empowered to manage them, it will be impossible for them to escape poverty. Freedom to organize peaceful demonstrations, to express opinions and communicate freely, are directly related to poverty eradication. It is vital for the public to participate in policy-making. Democracy is the most important pre-condition for eliminating poverty since it truly empowers the poor.

Being poor is not only about lacking money or production resources. It is also about being dominated by a development policy focused on financial interests and resource management that relays exclusively on foreign capital and markets.

In order to solve poverty problems local communities need to be given more power and granted the right to manage their own natural resources. The conventional learning culture must be contested and a new perception of poverty must also be encouraged. Only with adequate knowledge and understanding can people develop a public policy that will effectively rid society of poverty. Using this knowledge, political parties and politicians can be kept in check and urged to undertake policy changes that will allow the poor to live a better life.